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I. Listening comprehension: (08 marks)
Task1. Tick the right alternative//these people answer the question: (1mark)
 Are they good at saving?
 Are they addicted to spending money?
 Do they get enough pocket money?
Task2. Say true or false and justify your answer (2 marks)
1) Anita is good at getting more pocket money.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2) Mark doesn’t save any amount of money.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task3. Why is it harder for Jennie to save money? (1mark)

Task4. Tick the correct option (1 mark)
Why does Mark love to save?

o So he can buy nice things
o In case he loses his job
o He loves to feel rich
Task5. Pick out one sentence from the script that expresses comparison
(1 mark)

6. Pronunciation. Listen and find out two words from the script having the
sound /ei/ (01 mark)
------------------ / ---------------------
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7. Spelling. Listen to the script and complete (1 mark)
I just take money out of my .................................................. I don't pay attention. I
don't organize. I don't ..............................................

II. LANGUAGE (12 marks)
1) Fill in the blanks with words from the box (3 marks)
There are two extra words!
because / disobedient/on /about/embarrassed / get / rules/at

I’m a teenager and I have problems with my parents. I don’t (1).............................on
well with them because they treat me like a two-year old boy. They don’t want
me to rely (2) ...............................myself. They feel very satisfied when I am
dependent on them. My friends always laugh at me (3).................................... my
parents control me all the time.
For example, they don’t want me to go out with my friends on Saturday
afternoon. Besides, they don’t want me to break the (4).................................
Moreover, they want me to go to bed early like a little boy. All this makes me
feel (5)..............................
To my friends, I’m still a little child, that’s why I’m very angry and I think
(6)………………………………….. running away from the house.

2) Circle the correct option (4 marks)
I'm15 and I’m so confused about life. It seems no one (understands,
understanding,understand) me .I feel that my parents are in a different world.
They want me to be (dog-headed, naughty,obedient) all the time. Sometimes I
like to do what I want so everything I want seems wrong to them. They take
away my (freedom, anger, overspending), dreams, memories and people that I
love. I wish they could listen to me at(less, least, little) for one day. So they
could understand (where, how, who) I feel and the problems (adults, children,
teenagers) go through now. I know they would never understand. Teens now go
through a lot (of, on, up) troubles that parents never lived. Life back then for
them was (easier, easy, easiest) than now.
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3) Match sentences parts to get a coherent paragraph (3 marks)
There is an extra one in”B”!
A
1/ Giving pocket money to children has
several advantages:
2/ They also learn that money is hardearned and they mustn’t
3/ Besides, they learn about saving ,for
example if they want to buy a present for
4/ they will need to save some amount of
money
5/ Parents must explain to children that

B
A/ overspend it over needless
things.
B/ kids should plan their expenses

C
1+....
2+....

over that period of time.

3+.....

C/ to buy the gift.

4+.....

D/ will be given only on the fixed

5+.....

day as decided.
E/ first, children feel a sense of

6+.....

independence and responsibility
towards value of money.
F/ they will not be given extra

pocket money is to be used over the week

money.

or month and so

G/ their mother's birthday

6/ It must be made clear that in case
children spend their money earlier,

4) Put the words between parentheses in the right tense or form (2 marks)
A: I was always very jealous of my sister?
B: Why was that? Was she (intelligent) ----------------------- than
you?
A: She was intelligent but it wasn’t that. When we (be) -----------------young, dad was very strict with me but he was always (friend) -------------with her. She was at that time the (good) ------------------- for him.
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